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INTRODUCTION
According to Fair Trade Labeling Organization International, annual Fair Trade and ethical products sales 
exceed $1 billion (Fair Trade International 2014).  Fair Trade certified products promise higher prices and in-
creased incomes for coffee farmers.  However, Fair Trade has fallen short of expectations due to high partici-
pation costs, lower than anticipated income to farmers, and at times, lower quality coffee (Haight, 2011).  To 
address these shortcomings, Direct Trade has emerged as a new strategy.  Direct Trade connects coffee farm-
ers to coffee roasters to ensure higher prices for farmers and higher quality coffee to consumers.  As a relative-
ly new model, few studies have examined how Direct Trade is implemented.  We employ case study methods 
to assess De la Gente, a Direct Trade coffee cooperative located in San Miguel Escobar in Guatemala.  Informa-
tion for this study was collected by students on-site during the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire January 
2016 immersion experience to Guatemala and from skype interviews with De la Gente coordinators.  This re-
search characterizes Direct Trade as described and implemented by De la Gente.

The De la Gente (DLG) Guatemala office is located in San Miguel Escobar, just outside of Antigua.  DLG 
was created in 2006 (under a different name) and currently works with five Guatemalan farmer 
cooperatives representing approximately 350 farmers.  

DE LA GENTE BACKGROUND AND MISSION

The mission of DLG is to: [work] with 
coffee farming communities to create 
economic opportunity that improves the 
quality of life for their families and com-
munities.  

DLG focuses on three key areas to meet 
the organizational mission: 
 
1) Implement Direct Trade to connect 
coffee producers, roasters, and 
consumers
2) Strengthen the capacity of coffee co-
operatives to improve autonomy and 
profitability through training and finan-
cial assistance
3) Coordinate culturally immersive 
coffee tourism experiences so visitors 
can learn about the families engaged in 
coffee production

DLG  has an executive director, coffee 
tourism manager, and several full- and 
part-time staff.  

The five cooperatives are located in:
1. Unión de Pequeños Cafilcutores - Huehuetenango
2. San Miguel Escobar Cooperative - San Miguel Escobar
3. La Suiza - San Marcos
4. Asociación de Productores de Café de Santa Anita - Santa Anita
5. Ija’ tz - San Lucas Tolíman

Multidisciplinary literature review:  To examine how Direct Trade has been conceptualized, we con-
ducted a search of peer-reviewed literature from broad-field databases, as well as databases repre-
senting multiple disciplines including economics, sociology, anthropology, and business. In addition, 
we conducted web-based searches for materials representing the gray literature.  

Direct Observation:  As part of the January 2016 Social and Environmental Justice Immersion experi-
ence to Guatemala, we observed and participated in several elements of the coffee production pro-
cess at two different DLG coffee cooperatives:  San Miguel Escobar and Santa Anita.  Specific obser-
vations and experiences included:

• planting and management of coffee seedlings
• fertilizing coffee plants
• picking coffee beans
• de-pulping coffee beans
• fermenting and sorting coffee beans
• drying and roasting coffee beans
• packaging of roasted and non-roasted (green) coffee beans

Interview:  Based on the literature review, direct observations and experiences in Guatemala, we de-
veloped and then disseminated a series of interview questions about Direct Trade to the executive 
director of De la Gente. Each member of the research team asked a sub-set of questions to the direc-
tor using skype. Interview information was recorded using written notes and audio recordings.  Each 
team member generated transcripts from the audio and written recordings that were then reviewed 
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Findings from both the literature review and interview suggest that while Fair 
Trade has been well-characterized, Direct Trade is a relatively new concept that 
has many meanings and may be somewhat confusing.  

 ... since it is not a certification, it can be a confusing label (Macatonia, 2013)
 …Direct Trade is ambiguous and is the culmination of different ideas and  
 means different things to people (DLG)

For DLG, relationships with farmers were a key element to their operationaliza-
tion of Direct Trade:

 Direct Trade…means direct relationships with producers that make a 
 material difference in how trade works…Direct Trade…not only provides
 economic justice but also a support system based on strong 
 relationships, trust, and communication.
 
DLG also indicated that to develop strong relationships so that direct trade suc-
ceeds, they must have an active presence in Guatemala, as opposed to other 
fair trade groups located outside the country:

 [Our location in Guatemala allows] closer personal relationships with 
 partners…work with those less developed and spend time visiting with them  
 to understand partners, communities and to build trust…partnerships and  
 trust are key to Direct Trade and we need to be here to do this.

CONCEPTUALIZING DIRECT TRADE

Figure 1: Comparison of the standard and Direct Trade supply chain models.

A critical aspect of Direct Trade is transformation of the supply chain.  In a typical coffee 
supply chain profits are higher for coffee buyers, exporters, importers, roasters, and re-
tailers while those received by coffee farmers are the lowest (Figure 1).  However accord-
ing to DLG:

 …with Direct Trade, the price of coffee is negotiated with the [coffee] cooperative   
 leaders before the harvest season.  The price depends on a lot of factors…but they 
 generally try not to change the price …so as to provide stability to the producers.

Under the Direct Trade system used by De la Gente: 

 Farmers receive up to 250% more than they would selling through options normally  
 available to them

Finally, a large part of De la Gente’s Direct Trade efforts involve connecting farmers to 
high value markets, serving as a buyer to ensure the  highest prices, and for a portion of 
the coffee produced, assisting farmers in roasting and selling coffee overseas.  DLG also 
arranges visits to farms by roasters to support the sales of unroasted or “green” coffee 
to craft roasters.  Although coffee cooperatives are responsible for quality control, DLG 
helps ensure quality through laboratory testing.  In addition, DLG will provide technical 
and financial assistance.

TRANSFORMING THE SUPPLY CHAIN
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Another distinct aspect of Direct Trade is the focus on high quality coffee:

 The Direct Trade concept places more focus on the quality and uniqueness of coffee…high  
 quality coffee and the[roasters and consumers] know where it comes from…

 Newer companies want quality and are dismissive of Fair Trade…they felt Fair Trade was   
 not good quality…low quality coffee was [dumped] on the Fair Trade market.

The focus on high quality coffee creates access to markets that provide higher prices and 
better opportunities for farmers to sustain high quality coffee through feedback from roast-
ers:  

 …for us [DLG] we want farmers to have market access…producers want access to better   
 prices.

 …roasters do visit and provide feedback to farmers on coffee quality—feedback is helpful  
 to farmers.

HIGH QUALITY COFFEE

In addition, as part of Direct Trade, DLG extends relationship building to consumers through coffee tour-
ism:

 [We provide] opportunities for face-to-face communication and increased understanding.  DLG…
 involves consumers in the relationship by providing opportunities for community tourism, in which 
 consumers can visit the homes of producers, learn about the coffee making process, and become 
 conscientious of the complex process involved to produce a commodity that many enjoy on a
 daily basis. 

Through coffee tourism, members of the Guatemala immersion experience developed relationships with 
farmers and their families.  Such experiences generated understanding about the need to support social 
justice in the form of equitable returns for coffee farmers.

Finally, building relationships between visitors and coffee producers through coffee tourism is an essen-
tial income generating activity for producers:

 Coffee tourism is essential for…income diversification…hunger [and no income] are problems. 

COMMUNITY TOURISM

Artisan workshop in San Miguel Escobar. Home stay family in Santa Anita.

Farmer Exporter Shipper Roaster Consumer

Farmer

Buys the fruit and processes 
into green coffee ready for
shipment.

Ships coffee from Guatemala 
to United States. 

Roasts the coffee beans.

De la Gente Consumer

Buys and enjoys 
their coffee.

Standard Model

De La Gente’s Direct Trade Model

The standard model of coffee has many parties involved in the coffee process. The farmer makes a poverty 
wage in this model. Fair Trade does not change the model, it tries to provide ethical wages throughout.

 
De La Gente’s model of direct trade gives farmers the opportunity to be more involved in the processing of the 

coffee. When farmers process the coffee, they increase the value of their product drastically.

Grows and harvests coffee fruit. Farmers 
in cooperatives share equipment to 
complete the  processing from fruit into 
to high quality green coffee. 

De La Gente is there to help the farm-
ers during the entire year. DLG  buys 
coffee from farmers and organizes 
shipping to Unites States. Most green 
coffee is sold to individual roasters. 
Gente in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Grows and harvests 
coffee fruit and sells 
it in its raw form.

Buys and enjoys their coffee directly from 
farmers. Also has the opportunity to engage 
in community tourism with farmers in Guate-
mala. 

Direct Trade is emerging as a new model to ensure the dignity and well-being of coffee farm-
ers in Latin America.  Our immersion experience and analysis of De la Gente’s application of 
Direct Trade model suggest that building relationships and trust are foundational to success.  
Characteristics that differentiate direct trade from Fair Trade include the focus on high quali-
ty coffee that garners higher prices for producers, building relationships, and adjusting 
supply chains to establish coffee prices that help sustain the livelihoods of farmers and their 
families.  Application of these practices to other products will further our understanding of 
the dynamics and key characteristics of Direct Trade.

CONCLUSION


